
Can you buy and pay off 
10 rental properties for 

$10,000? 
What if it is the same $10,000?
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Can you recycle the same money to buy over and over again?

Today we'll be talking all about the BRRRR Strategy of real estate investing...



BRRRR
Buy - Rehab - Rent - Refinance - Repeat

Today we'll cover...
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The FIVE team members you MUST hire to do this correctly.

10 WAYS to make money from doing the BRRRR process.

What will keep you ahead of at least 90% of investors.



Example Deal
Buy = $25,000
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Refinance = 80% of 80k = $64,000

Repeat = 64k - 50k = $14,000 "Cash Out"

Rehab = $25,000 (All In = $50,000)

Rent = $800/mo



BRRRR
Buy - Rehab - Rent - Refinance - Repeat

One Sentence Summary:
You buy a property at such a price that after the closing, fix-up and hold costs you can 
refinance it at roughly 80% of the value and get enough left over cash to do the next 
deal while also renting to a tenant that will pay for the new mortgage that you got.
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1.) These are round numbers  
      so you get the concept.
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2.) This for PASSIVE investors,  
      not for active investors.
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3.) You need a good income to  
       pay for monthly costs.
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Your positive/negative cash is important...

Know the "50% Rule" and why you'll only get about
50% of the rental revenue.

You'll need to be able to make up for any gaps

Don't get out of shape...



4.) You can use 2% properties
       as an option.
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You should know ALL about "2% Properties"

This means they rent for 2% of the value

These are usually in the $40,000 or below range

Indy is one of the only markets in the world with 2% houses



5.) You have two choices for  
       the money: cash or HML.
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6.) You may be better off  
       doing just a basic flip.
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To start we often help investors do FLIPS

This is a good way to stack up some WINs

You should only buy/hold and BRRRR with long term deals

Indy Anna can help walk you through this in the Investor Profile and Interview



7.) You need to build your  
       dream team of FIVE
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The FIVE people on your Team:

Realtor

Property management company

Team Leader to facilitate and oversee

Rehab and GC people

Lender and/or mortgage pros



8.) You need to know these six  
        terms really well.
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All In Amount - this is the Buy + Rehab

Refinance Amount - 80% of ARV

Cash Out - after loan payoff

Rent Rate - the incoming tenant rent

ARV - Property's After Repair Value

The Flipping Costs - this is the buying, holding and selling



9.) 10 Ways to Make Money  
       with the BRRRR strategy.
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2.) Flipping Hybrid - use flip cash to pay off houses faster

5.) Package Deals - you can make 5x more this way

6.) Package on Terms - recently Hero got 1M down

3.) Partner - this can be with a realtor/investor and split

4.) Other Transactions - Property's After Repair Value

1.) Standard BRRRR - just go about and do deal/s as normal

7.) Sell Part to Payoff Rest - build on purpose

8.) HML Convert to PML - arbitrage money

9.) TRADE - always look for trading plays

10.) Indy Anna - THE BEST OPTION!



10.) To be an investor and buy  
         alongside us email or 
         text Anna
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We are screening investors who want to buy with us

It is best that you have good credit and 50-100k

Text/Email Anna Love (at) BigReia.com or
317-969-5619

You can download this entire guide 
for FREE at BigReia.com.


